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Landsliding is a significant contributor to continuous erosion

of the 150-mile northern Oregon coast. Direct loss of land to the sea

by landslides occurs along 47 percent of the coast. The remaining 53

percent has minor shifting of sand along depositional areas such as

spits and dunes. These minor movements alter coastal topography

but do not erode material directly into the sea.

The type of landsliding is principally controlled by the lithol-

ogy of the coastline. Landslides are classified on the basis of two

features: the lithology of the coastal material in the slide and the type

of movement expressed by the overall shape of the slide. Slump oc-

curs in deeply weathered sedimentary rocks and in marine terrace

sands overlying seaward-dipping rocks. Rock and debris fall are

mainly confined to headlands. Block glides develop along bedding

planes of relatively unweathered sandstone. Debris shift occurs in

thick terrace and dune sand deposits in which no slip surface
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is defined.

Factors contributing to the cause of coastal landslides include

high precipitation, easily weathered rock, and high coastal wave en-

ergy. Frequency of reported landslides is related to periods of high

precipitation and high wave energy. Although rock weathering is con-

tinuous throughout the year, the final phase in disruption of slope

equilibrium often occurs during winter storm conditions.

Landslides on headlands and adjacent coastlines disrupt the

most extensive land area. Wave refraction directly influences this

relationship by focusing wave energy on promentories and on the

coastline within one mile of the headlands. Distribution of coarse and

fine beach material is affected by refraction in restricted coves.

Severe coastal erosion has taken place in local areas. The

average rates of retreat vary according to the lithology of the coast-

line, and have been determined as follows: unconsolidated sand and

gravel - 23 feet per year; marine terrace sands overlying sandstone

and clay - 20 feet per year; marine terrace sands overlying mudstone

and sandy shales - 6. 5 feet per year.

Knowledge of the processes of marine erosion applied to local

cliff protection measures can assist in increasing the effectiveness

of erosion control attempts.
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COASTAL LANDSLIDES IN NORTHERN OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Landsliding is an active erosional process along 70 of the 150

miles of northern Oregon coast from the Columbia River to Florence,

Oregon. Landslides and other mass movements occur along the coast

at irregular intervals and are variable in volume of material moved

and property destroyed. The increased use of the Oregon coastline

for residences, recreation, and scientific research makes it econom-

ically important to understand landsliding and other processes of

erosion and deposition.

The field study represented by this report was undertaken to

provide data on the location and causes of active landslides. Oceano-

graphic factors, such as waves, tides, and currents were studied to

determine their relations to the total landslide problem.

In the past, investigations of coastal landslides have mainly

followed a reactionary type of approach. Only after property has

been damaged or rendered valueless by landslides have detailed stud-

ies been made to determine reasons for the movements and feasibil-

ity of preventive measures. In Oregon, coastal reconnaissance stud-

ies were made by Diller (9, p. 44l-5Z0) and Smith (23, p. 33-44).

These workers described landslides only as they occurred in acces-

sible wave-cut cliffs and areas of local subsidence. Broad erosional
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processes effecting changes in the Oregon coast were studied by

Dicken (8, p. 19-73) who included references to coastal landslides as

they altered shoreline topography and composition of beaches. Gen-

eral estimates of the length of coast already affected by landslides

were made by Byrne (6, p. 22). Terrace subsidence in the Newport

area was studied by Allen and Lowry (1) after a 1000-foot section of

the coast dropped 20 feet, opening fissures and shifting houses. A

125-acre slide in Ecola Park, near Tillamook Head, was described

in detail by Schlicker, Corcoran, and Bowen (19).

There have been a few studies of landslides on other coasts,

but most of these treat slides as topics related to broader coastal

studies. Work of this type on the California coast includes papers by

Emery (11, p. 9-16), Shepard and Grant (22), and Miller (14). Arber

has investigated landslips and their relations to adjacent inclined

strata on the southwest coast of England (2). Structural relationships

of lithology and shoreline landforms have been studied by Butzer for

the island of Majorca off the east coast of Spain (5, p. 191-212).

Most of the literature on landslides is contained in various

engineering publications that deal directly with road building, rail-

road engineering, or some phase of construction. The literature is

voluminous in this realm and extensive bibliographies are given by

Eckel (10, p. 1-223), Ladd (13, p. 61-72), and Sharpe (20, p. 108-

125).



Coastal Physiography

The Oregon coast, from the Columbia River south to a point

six miles north of the Siuslaw River (Figure 1), presents a wide va-

riety of shoreline features. There are ten bays on this part of the

coast: five with north-trending spits at their entrances, and three

with south-trending spits. Sandy beaches with a backshore and adja-

cent coastline of recent depositional origin are found along 53 percent

of the total northern coast. In these areas, wave-cut cliffs are ab-

sent and broad sandy plains with dunes of relatively low relief domi-

nate, although near Sandlake, the dunes rise 170 feet above sea level.

Headlands of volcanic and related intrusive rocks occur as resistant

features along the coast. These are characterized by nearly vertical

cliffs. In a few places gravel beaches are present among the cliffs,

but generally the headlands drop straight to water level and have no

foreshore. The remainder of the coast consists of sandy beaches

backed by wave-cut cliffs of sedimentary rocks, which are often

capped by marine terrace sands and gravels. Beach sands frequently

include weathered cliff material mixed with rounded cobbles from

nearby headlands. Relief of the cliffs is variable; it ranges from ten

feet, on the north side of Tillamook Head, to 500 feet, in the Salmon

River area.
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Li tho logy

Tertiary marine sedimentary rocks dominate the lithified ma-

terial exposed to erosion along the northern Oregon coast. The oldest

formation cropping out along the coast is the Toledo formation of

Eocene-Oligocene age. The formation consists of micaceous and

tuffaceous sandstone, siltstone and shale, with some glauconite beds.

It is overlain by poorly-sorted micaceous and tuffaceous sandstone of

the Yaquina formation, Oligocene age. Miocene rocks include the

Nye mudstone and the Astoria formation. The Astoria is middle Mio-

cene age and is variable in lithology. Near Newport, it is a micaceous

sandstone with sandy siltstone and tuff beds. To the north, there is

more micaceous sandstone with some tuffaceous sandy shale and mas-

sive fine-grained sandstone overlain by shale and mudstone. Astoria

rocks are exposed along more of the shoreline, 22 miles, than are

any of the other lithified sedimentary deposits.

Marine terrace sands and gravels of Pleistocene age are ex-

posed on the coast in erosional areas and become increasingly im-

portant in mass movements in the area south of Cape Foulweather.

They consist of cross-bedded sand and silt with layers of gravel and

very coarse sand, fossil wood, and peat. The Pleistocene material

unconforniably overlies marine Oligocene and Miocene rocks. Al-

though often unreported on geological maps, these deposits figure
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prominently in local landslide activity and must be included when the

total material available for mass movement is considered.

Igneous rocks of Eocene and Miocene age form all but one of

the headlands and constitute the most resistant features in the physi-

ography of the northern coast. These volcanic rocks are dense to

very fine-grained basalt flows, pillow lavas, flow breccias, agglom-

erates, and tuffs. Dikes of gabbro, diabase, and diorite intrude the

sedimentary strata, forming resistant "spines", while locally dis-

rupting and contorting bedding of the sediments. These igneous rocks

are Upper Eocene through Middle Miocene in age. A summary of the

lithologies exposed along the coast is presented in Table 1 and Figure

2.

TABLE 1. Coastal lithology significant to landslides (Figures in
statute miles).

Total Terrace Protection
Material length cap (stacks, storm bench)

Sedimentary Rock 33. 38 20. 42 5. 70

Igneous Rock 36. 76 16. 90 1. 30

Beach, dune sands 79. 60 - - - 0. 0

Oceanography

The ocean supplies dynamic forces for erosion and dispersal

of coast material. The forces are applied by waves, tides, and
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littoral currents. The shoreline undergoes observable changes in

morphology over a period of a year, mainly in the sandy depositional

areas. The more subtle erosion of coastal rocks also continues

through the year, but reaches greatest intensity when atmosphere

and the ocean combine to produce heavy precipitation and powerful

storm waves that erode the coast. At this time many beaches are

narrowed by seaward transportation of sand, the talus ridges or

wave-washed debris berms are reduced, and the storm waves have

greater access to the cliffs and accomplish more erosion. Part of

the influence of the ocean on the erosion of the coastline can be ex-

plained in terms of the waves, tides, and littoral currents.

Waves

Wave conditions along the Oregon coast vary seasonally in

direction and intensity. O'Brien (16) examined' measurements made

twice daily for three years at a lightship off the Columbia River.

These data are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Wave direction percentages.

Direction N NE E SE S SW W NW Calm

Percent of 0,73 1.80 3, 18 2.38 15.02 18.74 30.03 16,57 11, 54
total obs,



Clearly, waves from the west predominated and were highest

and longest from November through March with 20 percent of the

waves in December being over 10. 6 feet high and more than 325 feet

long. By taking wave height data and weighting the direction percent-

ages in proportion to the square of wave height, the effective wave

direction was found to be from the southwest. Another three-year -

study, off central Oregon, disclosed that, after computing separate

data for swell and sea, the dominant swell directions for winter were

west and west-southwest while the sea directions were south and

south-southwest (8, p. 12). Summer swell was from the northwest

and the sea was from the north-northwest. Seasonal wave data are

presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Wave direction percentages, by season.

N NNW NW WNW W WSW SW SSW S SSE

January

Swell 9. 2 22.6 26.0 25.0 9.7 7.3 0. 1

Sea 0.8 6.3 3.4 5.7 4.9 16.0 19.3 33.6 9.7

July

Swell --- 10. 1 33.0 24.4 23.2 4.3 1.5 3.3

Sea 26.6 33.8 26.8 1.4 1.6 3.6 3.0 2.0 75 .38

(Swell - waves generated outside the local wind regime. Sea - waves generated by the local
wind and traveling nearly with the wind)



Wind data compiled by Cooper (7, p. 16) also indicate the

general pattern of seasonal sea directions. At a central coast sta-

tion, most winds over 16 miles per hour come from the south and

southwest sectors in January. Although prevailing wind direction is

offshore in winter, it is associated with low velocity, making the

strong southwest winds the sea determinants. In summer, both sea

and wind directions are from the northwest with much lower intensity

and speed.

The complete wave data indicate that the highest waves occur

in winter months (November through March) and come primarily

from the southwest. Summer waves come dominantly from the north-

west and are lower and shorter than the winter waves. Thus there

is a definite seasonal variability in the wind pattern which is trans-

lated to sea conditions.

Littoral Drift

Movement of detritus along shore is accomplished by trans-

port of suspended material by a longshore current and by the move-

ment of bed-load debris in a zigzag manner directly on the beach

slope. Both processes are a product of sea and swell and thus are

dependent on wind direction. The direction of littoral drift during

any month can be found by a study of sea and swell directions deter-

mined from hindcast meteorological data. Kulm (lZ) has
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summarized such data for northwest and southwest directions of wind,

swell, and sea. He found that in winter (November through March)

75 percent of the sea directions and 45 percent of the swell directions

were from the southwest (l80°-Z70°). For summer months (June

through August) sea and swell came dominantly from the northwest

(27003600). In addition, only during January and February did both

sea and swell approach from the southwest the majority of the time.

This study indicates that littoral drift from the south occurs during

the winter and is of shorter duration than the drift from the north.

The drift from the north occurs in the summer. From theoretical

considerations and model basin studies, it was found that waves of

intermediate and low height, as occur off Oregon in summer, set up

littoral transport that is greater in volume than the more erosive but

less consistent winter storm waves (18, p. 561). The lower waves

have a greater capacity in transporting large amounts of littoral ma-

terial alongshore. Strong winter storm waves can move larger

sized material and are more competent, but their total capacity for

littoral drift transport is less than that of summer waves. On the

Oregon coast, the southward summer drift volume should be greater

than the northward winter drift.
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Tides

Tides on the Oregon coast are mixed semi-diurnal: two Un-

equal highs and two lows in one lunar day. The range is five to ten

feet with an average of five and one half feet. The tides become im-

portant to landslides when the high waters combine with storm waves

to reduce beach exposures and to move great quantities of water

against unstable areas. Along the Oregon coast, highest tides occur

in January and June. From the wave and climate data it seems likely

that January high tides would aid erosion more than June high tides,

but to our knowledge this effect has not yet been quantitatively inves-

tigated.

Climate

The coastal climate of Oregon is characterized by moderate

temperatures and heavy precipitation. Rainfall totals vary greatly

from place to place but the heaviest amounts of rain come from No-

vember through March and only a small fraction of the total falls

from June through August. Figure 3 is taken from records by Ruth

(17, p. 12) and Cooper (7, p. 13) and shows the extreme seasonal

precipitation variance for three stations on the northern coast. A

station at the same latitude as Newport, located inland in the Willam-

ette Valley at Corvallis, has an average yearly precipitation of 37
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inches. The yearly temperature average is approximately 51°F at

all three coastal locations; the greatest range between the averages

for the warmest and coldest months is 20. 8°F.

The three basic factors of lithology, sea water in motion, and

climate combine to influence the erosion of the Oregon coast. The

extent of the influence and the interrelations of each of these elements

with the observed coastal landslides will be examined in this paper.

Areas of intense landslide activity will be discussed and causes for

the mass movements will be examined in terms of the three basic

erosional factors.
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LANDSLIDES

Introduction

Among workers in geology and engineering the term landslide

is used to represent a number of related phenomena. Although speci-

fic cases of landslides may involve an earthflow or a block fall rather

than the strict slide of a mass along a plane, the word landslide is

used to describe what is apparent: that a portion of land has slid or

moved from one position to another. A landslide, then, is a rela-

tively rapid displacement of a mass of rock, residual soil, or sedi-

ments adjoining a slope, in which the center of gravity of the moving

mass advances in a downward and outward direction (24, p. 84).

Morphology

Each landslide has its own set of characteristics. The mech-

anisms, materials involved, and boundary restrictions may be quite

different from slide to slide. It is useful when comparing slides to

speak of parts of a slide in terms that are applicable to other land-

slides. In relatively dry material, structures are generally retained

and bedding relationships can be studied. Figure 4 (modified, 10,

p1. 1) illustrates the terminology applied to landslides. There are

many variations of this basic description.

The landslide toe is the part in direct contact with the ocean.
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When a slide reaches the ocean, waves immediately begin to act on

the toe. The process of dissection carries away the finer material of

the toe, leaving larger boulders and cobbles to outline, roughly, the

original toe. Numerous examples of this occur along the Oregon

coast, e. g., Bald Point in Ecola Park, and the area north of Yaquina

Head. Erosion of the boulders progresses, contributing material to

littoral drift. Where slide toes are composed of smaller jumbled

debris with few boulders, the wave activity may carry away most of

the toe. This produces a wave-cut cliff in what was formerly the bot-

tom or foot of the slide debris. The cliff is often backed by a gently

sloping bench; the surface upon which the slide moved is located be-

neath this bench. The benching phenomenon is common along the

Oregon coast. When the slide stops moving, equilibrium is estab-

lished between gravity and the slide material's shearing resistance.

Removal of the toe may upset this equilibrium by unloading the base,

and allow repeated movement of the slide.

Material is introduced into the ocean by the waves which erode

the landslide toe and coastal cliff. Clearly, the amount of material

contributed to near shore sediment supply will vary according to the

lithology of the source landslide. More will be contributed by the

recent debris slide in Ecola Park, for example, than by the basalt

cliffs on Ecola Point immediately adjacent to that slide. Without

detailed mineral comparisons of beach and cliff it is difficult to
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determine the percentage of beach material derived from nearby

wave-cut cliffs. In cove beaches where littoral drift is not as active

as along straight shorelines, slide or cliff material is reworked and

deposited in the immediate area. In these areas the slides are a ma-

jor contributor to the beach sediment.

Clas sifications

Attempts to classify landslides for comparison or reference

have encountered problems similar to those that have hampered

coastal classification. The idea of trying to separate, systematically,

phenomena that involve many combinations of materials and processes

necessitates the adoption of a basic purpose and a set of features upon

which the classification can be based. Examples of these features

include size and rate; type of movement; type of material; and the

organization of material in the moving mass. Sharpe contends that

a suitable basis for classification is the kind and relative rate of

movement (ZO, p. 17). These rates can be estimated from the linear

displacement of the mass and form of the resulting deposits. This

works fairly well for landslides of the Oregon coast and provides gen-

eral nomenclature for the movements, but classification based upon

rate of movement seems too unreliable unless all movements are ac-

tually timed.



The classification by Eckel (10, p. Z1) is based on features

that can be observed with a minimum of detailed investigation. It

reduces the emphasis on Sharpe's movement criteria and includes

more detail on the type of material in the landslide. Descriptive

names can be applied by combining a broad compositional name with

movement terminology. Expressions such as block slump, debris

slide, and bess flow are used in this system.

Mechanisms of Movement

It is incorrect to say that a single factor is responsible for

the movement of a given earthslide. Although one event may trigger

the movement, there are usually a number of contributing factors in-

volved prior to actual mass displacement. Climate, rock composi-

tion and texture, structural attitudes, and erosional agents are all in-

volved in slope failure and must be interrelated when causes of land-

slides are studied. The force of gravity acts to produce landslides.

Prior to the actual movement, earth material beneath a slope is sub-

jected to shearing stress. If the shearing stresses in the material

are less than the average shearing resistance, the slope is stable.

When the stress is equal to or exceeds the resistance, a landslide oc-

curs. It is the failure of material under gravity-induced shear stress

that allows slope material to slide.

External forces act on the body of earth material, tending to
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upset equilibrium or to contribute to high shear stress. Removal of

lateral or underlying support decreases shear resistance because

load is placed upon an area that lacks constructive support. Erosion

by man, streams, ice, waves, or undermining by earlier landslides

may initiate readjustment of slope equilibrium. A surcharge or ad-

dition of weight on the body may raise shear stress by overloading

the slope. Construction fills or banking may do this or the added

weight of water due to prolonged precipitation may be a natural con-

tributor. Other factors operating on a broad area include earth-

quakes and regional tilting.

In a mass of material, either rock or loose grains, there are

structures and features within the body that may contribute to even-

tual mass movement. When the bedding dips in the direction of the

exposed face, natural slip planes are present along which gravity can

act. Jointing in otherwise impervious rock permits water to enter

and chemically disrupt the minerals and thereby reduce the strength.

When water is applied under force, as in waves breaking upon a cliff,

fractures that may be present receive increased stress through hy-

draulic pressure. Disruption of bedding by intruded igneous masses

may cause folding or contortion of the sedimentary units. In some

beds this deformation produces small fractures that weaken the rock.

Internal processes acting directly on the mineral grains or on

grain boundaries contribute to low shear strength of the rock body
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and may also add to high shear stress. Some minerals change struc-

turally when weathered or subjected to physico-chernical reactions.

For example, clay minerals absorb water and thereby decrease the

cohesion of clay aggregates. Montmorillonite clays swell upon hy-

dration, tending to disaggregate rocks of which they are a part.

These clays, because of their cleavage habit, present large surface

areas and can gather large amounts of water as films around the

flakes. With a little water, the mass of particles is cohesive. Ad-

ditional water thickens the particle films, rendering the mass plastic

and more water allows the mass to flow.

The simple "lubricating action" of water seeping into the

ground thereby decreasing the shear resistance of a slope is not ac-

cepted by Terzaghi (24, p. 91). For some minerals, when hydro-

static pressures are low, contact with water acts as an anti-lubricant

rather than a lubricant. This is the case for quartz grains as deter-

mined in tests for coefficient of static friction. A lubricating effect

may be possible from water permanently contained in many sedi-

ments as thin films on grains. Any additional lubricant has no effect

on the coefficient of static friction between the grains (24, p. 91).

Thus, according to Terzaghi, a landslide cannot be initiated by sim-

ple rainstorm lubrication of soil or boundaries betwe:en soil strata.

Water entering the ground does, however, decrease shear

resistance in a number of ways not connected with the lubricating
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effect explanation. Surface tension is eliminated in fine-grained ma-

terials by the addition of water and cohesion is decreased. Binders

of grains may be removed by solution. A rise in the piezometric sur-

face, or ground water level, is caused by water entering the ground.

This increases the pore-water pressure and decreases the shearing

resistance of the soil.

The causes of landslides involve an interacting set of circum-

stances. Consideration must be given to climatic and erosional

agents as they affect the slope material by external changes, and to

chemical alterations of individual grains.

Oregon Coastal Landslides

Clas sification

Landslide studies are facilitated by classifying mass move-

ments in an orderly arrangement, so that fundamental facts about

each landslide are consistent in terminology and basic description.

A reconnaissance study of coastal landslides, where various litho-

logic units and associated structures are involved, further requires

a mappable and specific method of classification. Such a classifica-

tion should convey the meaning of the important factors involved in

the movement and should be applicable to many landslide areas.
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Perhaps some of the previous classifications have been too detailed;

many of them necessitate a longer study in order to apply the classi-

fication directly.

The classification presented in this paper (Figure 5) is the

result of the need for a useful method of expressing characteristics

of coastal landslides (modified, 10, p. 20). Main criteria in the

classification are features that are readily apparent when slides are

investigated. The type of material involved in the slide is plotted

against the type of movement as expressed by the overall shape of

the slide. Additions can be made to the landslide name when sea

stacks or benches protect the coastline from direct wave attack or

where structural modification, or weakening of the rock by joints,

faults, or folds, is apparent. These modifications can be noted

parenthetically, as indicated at the bottom of Figure 5. Figure 6

shows some of the landslide types as they occur on the coast.

Application

The northern Oregon coast has been divided into three sec-

tions for ease of discussion in this paper (Figure 7). Terrace



Terrac Slip Surface Slip Surface Slip Surface
Material Capping Planar Concave Indeterminate

Dip-Block Cliff-Block
Sedimentary Rocks Absent Glide Slump Rock Debris

Present Rubble Glide Cliff Slunp or

Debris

Shift

Igneous Rocks Absent Block Slide Block Slump Fall

Present Rubble Slide Rubble Slump
Unconsolidated
sand, gravel
(Marine terrace,

-Debris Slide Debris Slump
dune)

Subscripts: (p) denotes protection by stacks, benches, modifying the slide
(s) denotes structural modification of the slide

FIGURE 5. Coastal landslide classification. (Modified from Eckel, 10, p. 20).
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FIGURE 6. Landslide types. Upper left; block and debris slump.
Lower left; dip-block and rubble slide. Lower right; debris shift.

Upper right; block fall.
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sands and gravels capping sedimentary or igneous rocks increase

to the south and contribute to landslides in increasing volume in that

direction, becoming the dominant slump material in Section III.

Thus, section divisions have been made at points where there is a

significant increase in the contribution of elevated terrace material

to local landsiiding.

Section I: Columbia River to Cape Meares

Section I extends from the south jetty of the Columbia River

to the village of Cape Meares, Tillamook County, Oregon (NW 1/4,

sec. 7, T. iS., R. lOW. ). This section is 48. 65 statute miles long.

A complete map of Section I is shown in Figure 8.

This section includes basalt headlands and long sandy

beaches backed by extensive dunes and low, wave-cut cliffs (litho-

logic summary is shown in Table 4). Two beaches, Clatsop and Bay-

ocean show effects of man's alteration of littoral drift. Jetty con-

struction has apparently caused progradation of Clatsop Beach near

the Columbia River. Severe erosion due to a decrease in sand

supply on Bayocean Beach has resulted from the construction of a
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jetty on the north side of the Tillamook Bay entrance. Sand

transported alongshore from the north is partially blocked and al-

lowed to accumulate north of the jetty.

TABLE 4. Lithologic summary, Section I. (Figures in statute
miles.

Total Terrace Protection
Material length cap (stacks, storm bench)

Sedimentary Rock 8. 45 3. 9 0. 7

Igneous Rock 9. 20 0. 0 0. 0

Beach, dune sands 31. 00 -- - 0. 0

The northern 12. 4 miles of this section include Clatsop

Plains and Seaside Beach. Clatsop Plains comprises a series of

wide beaches in a low-relief dune ridge system that is concave sea-

ward and extends south to the base of Tillamook Head. The first

dune ridge landward of the ocean is about 40 feet high, sloping

very gently to the sea. Continual shifting of sand and small dune

slip-face movements are the extent of landsliding on Clatsop Plains.

Landsliding has cut deeply into the sea-cliffs of Tillamook

Head and has moved over 125 acres of property on the entire headland.



On the north side of Tillamook Head, mudstones of the Astoria forma-

tion rise to cliffs nearly 200 feet high. In two places, where it ap-

pears that old slides have occurred, the vegetation is too thick to ob-

serve details of slide configuration. These landslide areas were ob-

served near their apparent crown from a trail over the headland. The

slides are long and narrow and are undergoing deep erosion by small

streams. At West Point, the contact between the intruded basalt and

the Astoria sediments is exposed in the cliff face. South of this point

to Indian Beach, rock and debris falls are the main mass movements.

Highly weathered basalt continually falls to narrow rocky beaches or

directly into the ocean.

Three areas of active landslides are including in 1. 6 miles of

coastline in Ecola Park on the south side of Tillamook Head. Sedi-

mentary rocks in the park are thin-bedded sandstones, silty shales,

and clayey siltstones of the Astoria formation. Basic flows and ag-

glomerates are associated with the sediments; numerous dikes and

sills have intruded the strata. According to Schlicker, Corcoran, and

Bowen (19), this intrusive activity took place before complete sedi-

ment consolidation and squeezed the sands and silts into complex

folds with some small faults developing in the fold axes. Deformation

is clearly visible in cliffs adjacent to Ecola Point. The most recent

large landslide in the park occurred in February, 1961 and involved

125 acres, extending half a mile inland from the shore (Figure 9).
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FIGURE 9. Landslide in Ecola Park (1961). Main escarpment is in
the background, toe at bottom of sea-cliff in foreground. Photo taken
in 1961.
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As reported by Schlicker, Corcoran, and Bowen (19), the slide moved

three feet per day at the outset, stopping gradually two weeks later

after it had destroyed the main parking lots and picnic grounds, forc-

ing closure of the park. This 300-yard-wide slide was !channelledu

between two basalt masses at the shoreline, and now has had the toe

deeply dissected by waves and land drainage. Beginning as a debris

slump, the movement greatly disrupted vegetation on the forested

surface, necessitating later clearing and leveling in order to build

new park facilities. Vertical displacement was 40 feet at the crown

with a maximum horizontal displacement of 100 feet in the middle of

the slide.

Ecola Park has other areas of recent landslide activity. An

active slide is visible on Bald Point (Figure 10) between Indian Beach

and Ecola Point, in addition to an old landslide that has its crown

about half a mile inland from Bald Point. The old slide scarp is

grown over with trees and low brush but is still visible. Evidence for

recent seaward movement of the slide are hummocky topography, dis-

rupted vegetation and minor scarps in the main body of the landslide.

Sedimentary rocks in the landslide appear to be riding over basalt

flows at the base of the toe. Erosion of the toe by wave action has

removed toe material and left only basalt boulders and cobbles to out-

line the extent of the toe. The basalt base may partially protect Bald

Point from more erosive wave activity.
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FIGURE 10. Landslides in Ecola Park.
Bald Point is in the background.
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Between Ecola and Chapman Points steep scarps are associ-

ated with rock and debris fall (Figure 11). An old landslide near the

north end of Chapman Point is partly concealed by vegetation, although

the general slide outline is still visible.

Minor terrace debris slumps with some rock falls occur on

small, local headlands from Chapman Point eight miles south to Cove

Beach. Along Chapman and Cannon Beach minor terrace sand slumps

are prevalent (Figure 12). Near the village of Tolovana Park, the

terrace slopes are about 80 feet high. Erosion and movement of the

unconsolidated terrace sands has shifted foundations of some dwell-

ings in the cottage tracts. Near Haystack Rock the Astoria formation

crops out on the cliff, dips toward the sea, and makes a natural slip

plane for overlying loose sands. Most slumps along this part of the

beach are less than 20 feet high. South of Silver Point (sec. 6,

T. 4N., R. lOW.) mudstones of the Astoria formation are intruded by

basalt, and are overlain by about 15 feet of terrace sand. Basalt

dikes are exposed as small, resistant promentories separating minor

slumps in sedimentary rocks. The largest landslide is opposite

Jockey Cap and forms a bench 120 feet wide, 60 feet long with a 20-

foot-high initial scarp. South of Jockey Cap, on the south side of

Humbug Point, rock outcrops show the interrelation of igneous and

sedimentary rocks; intrusions have disrupted and contorted the sedi-

ments. Minor terrace debris shifts with ten-foot-high wave-cut cliffs
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FIGURE 11. Landsliding north of Chapman Point, Ecola Park.
Disrupted vegetation and a steep bench occur in the body of the
slide.
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FIGURE lZ. Debris shift in terrace sand near
Cannon Beach. This movement is common along
low-relief areas of the coastline.
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in the toes are continuous in this area. Arch Cape, a basalt promen-

tory Z50 feet high, is eroding by rock fall with some soil creep on the

top.

Cape Falcon, an igneous headland, contains two coves where

wave erosion has been extensive. On the north part of the headland,

basalt rock falls are common. Near the far western point of the cape,

basalt is overlain by sedimentary rock dipping westward. This in

turn is overlain by a thin terrace sand cap. In a small cove in the

western part of sec. 12, joints or fractures have localized erosion of

the basalt, leaving seven northwest-trending fingers exposed on the

south side of the cove. The beach in this cove is rocky, the material

supplied primarily by rock fall from basalt and overlying Blakely

sediments. Rocks backing Short Sand Beach inside the largest em-

bayment, Smuggler Cove, are Blakely age (Oligocene-Miocene) and

are thought to be older than the Astoria formation (3, p. 6). Nearly

1700 feet of dark gray shale interbedded with fine-grained sandstone

are exposed in the cove. Thin beds of silt, graded shale and tuffa-

ceous sandstone also occur in the sedimentary section. On the north

end of the beach, blocks of fine-grained sandstone, dipping 29 degrees

to the south, are being moved as a dip-block glide. Blocks of sand-

stone, averaging about seven feet by four feet by two feet, move down

bedding planes as tabular masses. As the blocks move down the slip

planes, they are rotated, tilted, and finally accumulate at the bottom
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of the slope. Above the cliff base, there is evidence for debris shifts

and slumps. Debris slumping appears to be more active along the

southern section of the beach, however. Part of the cliff behind the

southern portion of the beach is protected by a six-foot-high berm of

cobbles and driftwood. This berm decreases undercutting of the cliff

by acting as a partial wave barrier, but is lacking on the northern

one-third of the beach. A cross section of the hillside on the north

shows vegetation and soil creep on the upper hillside, debris slump

or shift in the middle, and block glide on the lowest reaches of the

hill (Figure 13). Continuing around the southern edge of the Cape,

cliffs are very steep and erode by block falling. Near Neahkahnie

Beach, there is a remnant of an old debris shift about 100 feet wide.

The material moved consists either of terrace sand or of Astoria

rocks.

Although landslide erosion is not very active along the 15-mile

portion of the coast from Neahkahnie Beach to Cape Meares, signifi-

cant changes in the spit protecting Tillamook Bay have taken place.

Bayocean Beach fdrms a spit extending five miles south from the bay

entrance to the base of Cape Meares. Prior to 1917, beach and spit

were apparently in equilibrium with coastal sand transport. The

peninsula experienced normal seasonal fluctuations in beach sand

volumes and had developed stabilized dunes back of the beach. After

completion of a one-mile jetty on the north side of the bay entrance
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FIGURE 13. Cross section of the north hill backing Short Sand Beach. Three
types of mass movement are shown in the sandstone.
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in 1917, part of the yearly longshore drift was blocked, prograding

the beach north of the jetty. South of the jetty, across the bay en-

trance on Bayocean Beach, the normal sand supply was markedly de-

creased, causing an immediate increase in erosion of the peninsula.

Bayocean Resort, built on the spit in 1907, was abandoned as the av-

erage erosion rate increased from one foot per year (1932) to 16 feet

per year (1944). Between 1939 and 1960, the erosion rate averaged

about 50 feet per year (erosion rates from Dicken, 8, p. 58). In 1952

the spit was breached completely by severe erosion during a storm,

and a mile-long break was established. Stabilization of the spit was

attempted in 1956 by the construction of a dike across the break. At

present, the dike remains in place although peninsula erosion con-

tinues. The total amount of erosion has varied along Bayocean Beach.

Near the middle of the beach the retreat has been about 1000 feet since

1939. In the village of Cape Meares on the south end of the beach,

the cliff has retreated 300 feet since 1939 (8, p. 62).

In summary, the most intense areas of recent landsliding oc-

cur on the south sides of the two headlands in this sector. There is

continuous debris shift along more than 75 percent of the coast but

movements are relatively minor. The movement of the largest

amount of material in distinct masses occurs in consolidated sedi-

mentary rocks exposed on the south side of Tillamook Head and Cape

Falcon. However, the most recent significant coastline changes have
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been the result of attempts to improve river and bay entrances for

navigation.

Section II: Cape Meares to Otter Rock

Section II extends from the village of Cape Meares (SW 1/4

sec. 7, T. iS., R. lOW. ), Tillamook County, Oregon to Otter Rock,

(SE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 32, T. 9S., R. 11W.), LincolnCounty, Oregon.

The section is 56. 4 statute miles long. A complete map of Section

II is shown in Figure 14.

This section includes examples of most physiograhic features

found on the coast. There are four headlands, three igneous and one

sedimentary; five bays, four with depositional spits and one with a

rock-bound entrance; large dune areas; high wave-cut cliffs; and ex-

tensive sandy beaches. Table 5 presents the general lithology of the

section.

TABLE 5. Lithologic summary, Section II. Figures in statute miles.

Total Terrace Protection
Material length cap (stacks, stormbench)

Sedimentary Rock 3. 35 2. 40 0. 5

Igneous Rock 16. 85 4. 35 1. 3

Beach, dune sands 36. 20 - - - 0. 0
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Unconsolidated terrace sands move as debris shifts and

slumps south of the village of Cape Meares. Movement of the sands

on rocks of the Astoria formation is facilitated by small streams cut-

ting and weakening the terrace material, and by the natural plane of

movement formed by underlying sandstone. Close to Cape Meares

headland, resistant igneous dikes help decrease the amount of wave

undercutting and landsliding.

Cape Meares headland has rock and debris fall all along the

wave-cut cliffs. Massive basalt is capped by terrace sands at an

elevation of about 350 feet; small areas of soil and terrace creep dis-

rupt vegetation and contribute to the debris fall from cliffs. A 300-

foot-wide benched slump on the north end of Short Beach has moved

down to the beach backshore. Boulders now outline the landslide toe

since finer slide debris has been removed from the cliff base by

waves.

Stacks and basalt benches give some protection from wave at-

tack on Cape Meares. On the extreme north point of the cape, basalt

remnants close to shore protect the lower cliffs of terrace sands and

basalt. Southward, protection is lacking, except for a narrow storm

terrace cut in basalt at the cliff base near the lighthouse. Offshore

stacks at Three Arch Rocks partially decrease the coast erosion at

Maxwell Point by obstructing approaching waves. The point projects

1300 feet farther seaward than adjacent Short Beach. This extension
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is principally due to more resistant rock at the point but is partly

maintained by the stack protection.

South of Oceanside, terrace and dune sands are involved in

small local slumps. This type of minor movement extends south to

Cape Lookout.

Cape Lookout is a narrow igneous headland jutting 1. 75 miles

into the sea. Rock and debris falls are common along the sheer

cliffs. On the north landward end of the cape, 20-foot high dune and

terrace shifts partially cover basalt. The remainder of the cape has

rock falls, with minor soil creep on the slopes above the cliffs.

There is usually no visible talus from these falls because rocks fall

directly into the sea and probably do not fall often enough to build up

appreciable talus accumulations. Beaches are not developed around

the headland because high wave energy keeps sedimentary particles

in suspension and precludes beach development in the deep water

around the head. Beach-building processes also require a platform

or surface upon which to deposit material. If this platform is pres-

ent at Cape Lookout, it is too deep to be exposed. A 1000-foot-wide

benched slump is exposed on the south landward end of the headland.

South of the cape for one mile, small shifts of terrace material par-

tially conceal sedimentary rock outcrops. Near Camp Merriweather,

excellent exposures of terrace sands with tree and stump debris com-

pose the sea cliff.
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From Camp Merriweather to Sand Lake inlet, there are 40-

to 60-foot cliffs of terrace and dune sands. This area, which is char-

acterized by high dunes extending inland one mile, is retreating by

minor dune and terrace slumps. From the end of the dune area south

to Sears Lake, there are no landslides.

One mile south of Tierra del Mar, near Sears Lake, the coast

road cuts through a small slump in deeply weathered siltstone. The

slump, having moved down the west face of a small hill, continues

west of the roadcut to the sea. From the appearance of a 15-foot

deep fracture, part of the hillside broke away at this initial scarp,

and moved downslope; smaller step- scarps are common above the

main scarp. Sedimentary rocks in the vicinity of this slump dip sea-

ward five degrees.

Cape Kiwanda, 1. 3 miles north of Pacific City, is the only

sedimentary headland on the northern Oregon coast. The cape is

composed of sandstone of the Astoria formation which erodes as block

fall. Concretions form resistant knobs 2 to 24 inches in diameter on

the otherwise smooth, weathered rock surface. Comparison of photo-

graphs taken about 1915 with the present configuration suggests that

little erosion has taken place on the seaward edge of the cape. Block

falls have removed sandstone from the sides of the cape, however,

and continue to produce visible erosion of the headland. The amount

of wave protection given the headland by Haystack Rock, a basalt
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stack 0. 4 miles southwest of the cape, is not known. Alignment to

the southwest of headland channels and caves suggests that protection

by Haystack Rock is negligible. However, these channels trend in

in the same direction as the rocks dip and may indicate additional

lithological or structural control of erosion rather than complete con-

trol by significant wave direction. It is thought that Haystack Rock

may be too far away from Cape Kiwanda to alter markedly approach-

ing wave energy although alternative explanations for the existence

of the sedimentary headland have not been developed.

From Cape Kiwanda south along North Kiwanda and Kiwanda

Beach, there are minor sand shifts. Low coastline relief and wide

beach conditions extend to 0. 6 miles south of Neskowin at the north

end of Cascade Head.

Cascade Head is a volcanic rock headland that has been

greatly modified by wave erosion. Extensive landsliding has taken

place in six small embayments that have been eroded into the head-

land after wave activity removed resistant basalt. Siltstones of the

Toledo formation are now exposed in cliffs behind the beaches. On

portions of the headland that are composed entirely of basalt, rock

fall is the principal type of mass movement; this is the case from

Neskowin south to the Salmon River.

Twenty acres of pasture have slumped to the sea in the

largest landslide on Cascade Head. This slide is 0. 1 mile north of
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Salmon River and contributes soil and boulder debris to a narrow

crescent beach at the base of the sea-cliff. The whole slide is about

2500 feet wide, but consists of two smaller slides partly separated by

a dike that diverts the smaller of two movements. Residents of the

area report that the main slide is 30 years old. Trees and low brush

now cover the gently-sloping slump bench. Waves have removed de-

bris from the toe, cutting a vertical cliff 30 to 60 feet high. Ap-

proaching the slide from the hill to the east, a series of parallel

fractures is encountered, beginning two feet deep, deepening to six

feet close to the crown scarp of the landslide. The crown scarp is

eight feet high with talus presently accumulating along the slope to

the wide bench. The north side of the slide has a straight 80-foot

drop to the beach but the south side is less steep, accumulating more

talus from the cliff. Vertical elevation from the sea to the slide

crown is about 600 feet.

South of Salmon River entrance there are five distinct cres-

cent bays where wave erosion and landsliding maintain the supply of

material to the beach. These crescent bays are characterized by

relatively narrow, constricted entrances with arcuate beaches at the

cliff base. Each bay has basalt forming the points of the crescent.

The beaches are variable in length and composition and are supplied

with material mainly from the high cliffs surrounding the beaches.

It is not known how much beach material is derived from outside the
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restricted coves. The narrow, constricted openings of the crescent

bays suggest that sediment influx is low; thus the beach supply may

be principally from surrounding cliffs of basalt, and siltstone of the

Toledo formation.

The second and third coves south of Salmon River provide the

best examples of crescent beaches on the northern Oregon coast.

"Crescent Beach" cove has a 250 foot entrance and a beach length of

800 feet. The south tip projects northward into the entrance, con-

stricting the opening and thereby decreasing wave attack on the south

end of the beach. On each visit to the beach, driftwood and sand has

been more concentrated on the south end of the beach than on the

north end where large boulders and cobbles compose the beach ma-

terial. Igneous dikes form resistant spines in the siltstone cliffs and

increase the cliffs' resistance to erosion. A portion of the cliff that

has no dikes shows evidence of an older landslide. Vegetation has

grown over most of the slide crown but the main scarp is discernible

on oblique photographs. The next crescent-shaped cove to the south,

"West Beach", is symmetrical in plan, and has an entrance 150 feet

wide. The beach is 300 feet long and almost entirely rocky. Beach

material becomes progressively coarser from south to north. Drift-

wood, pebbles, and small basalt cobbles accumulate on the south

side, and larger cobbles and boulders, with very little d±iftwood,

compose the north end beach material. Behind the beach, a 40-foot



cliff is cut in landslide debris which accumulated as the toe of a large

benched slide. Lack of vegetation on the slide surface suggests that

the slide may be fairly active. Talus continues to accumulate from

siltstone on the steep scarps surrounding the landslide bench. No

crown fractures were noted on this landslide.

Present geologic maps of the area south of Salmon River show

a fault relationship between igneous and sedimentary rock at the tips

of the crescent-shaped coves. No evidence was found for a fault con-

tact betwe:en these rocks; basalt has been intruded, baking and alter-

ing adjacent sediments. Contacts are clearly exposed in both

beaches. Although evidence for faulting is lacking, there is an mdi-

cation of some structural control on the seaward edge of the basalt.

All points of the crescent beaches on the south side of the Salmon

River lie in a straight line, trending N. 8° E. The basalt finger at

the entrance to the largest crescent beach is directly on this trend.

A series of narrow caves trending approximately north-south have

been cut in the south tip of one cove. It is concluded that the basalt

south of Salmon River is intruded, altering the adjacent sedimentary

rock. Fracture alignment suggests structural control of erosion in

the basalt, expressed as narrow openings between projecting Hfin_

gersu on the side of one cove.

The next two beaches to the south do not have as distinct

crescent shapes as those to the north. Wave-cut cliffs have continual
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debris falls to beaches. Some dikes intruded into Toledo siltstone

obstruct landslide activity by acting as barriers to direct wave ero-

sion of the cliff.

From the village of Roads End to Lincoln Beach, terrace and

beach sands are involved in small, local shifts. Near Oceanlake,

cliffs of terrace sand on sedimentary rock rise to 50 feet in height.

Serious property loss is occurring where residents do not attempt to

protect or strengthen the cliff. Debris slumps are continually taking

place from Oceanlake through Delake and Nelscott. Small amounts

of seaward-dipping sandstone crop out near Gleneden and Fogarty

Creek Beaches and provide natural slip planes along which overlying

terrace sands are moving as minor slumps.

Fishing Rock, 0. 3 miles south of Lincoln Beach, marks the

start of the Cape Foulweather complex of pillow lavas, flow breccias,

and tuffs. For the next six miles of coast, basalt is interbedded with

sandstones of the Astoria formation, and is covered by terrace sands.

Sedimentary rock is exposed in four coves but is partially protected

from direct wave attack by barrier stacks and basalt benches. This

is the situation in Boiler Bay, Pirate Cove, part of Depoe Bay, and

Whale Cove. In these coves, sedimentary rocks dip from 12 to 16

degrees in a southwest direction. Between the coves, basalt flow

breccias resist erosion and the small amounts of overlying terrace

sands remain in place. At the east end of Boiler Bay, strata under



the highway have been weakened by wave activity. Large basalt

blocks have been dumped at the base of this sea cliff to retard sliding

of the sandstone. South of Whale Cove, through Otter Crest, basalt

forms resistant cliffs with small indentations which have been cut

back into overlying terrace sands. The mass movement on Cape

Foulweather is primarily block and debris fall.

Yaquina sandstone with a terrace sand cap forms wave-cut

cliffs 0. 3 miles south of Otter Crest to the beach south of Otter Rock

and is eroding by block and debris slump. Rocks dip 17 degrees,

N. 85° W. in this area but many blocks have slumped and rotated on

the surface of rupture, causing tilting of the beds and anomalous bed-

ding attitudes near the beach. Local slumping loosens the rock and

later debris slides roll blocks to the beach. Slide areas 60 feet wide

have resulted where block slumping has been most intense. The

blocks are jumbled, rotated and turned. Cliff vegetation is greatly

disrupted with trees inclined in unusual directions where their bases

have been moved. Faulting is evident south of Devils Punch Bowl.

In summary, areas of most intense landsliding in Section II

are located on or near headlands. Small debris shifts which are lo-

cally severe and economically destructive occur in areas of low ter-

race or dune sand deposits. The landslides of greatest relief and

area occur along remote, uninhabited lengths of the coast. Protec-

tion of the coast by basalt storm terraces or stacks is limited to
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small areas near Maxwell Point and Cape Foulweather.

Section III: Otter Rock to Heceta Head

Section III extends from the south edge of Otter Rock, (SE 1/4

NW 1/4 sec. 32, T. 9S. , R. 11W. ) Lincoln County, Oregon to 5.9

miles north of the Siuslaw River (SW 1/2 sec. 10, T. 17S., R. 12W.

Lane County, Oregon. This section is 44. 69 statute miles long. A

complete map is given in Figure 15.

Two factors, partial wave protection by basalt benches and in-

creasing amounts of terrace deposits, make this section unique. Ter-

race sands unconformably overlie more than 90 percent of the coastal

rock exposures in the section. These sands are locally protected

from marine erosion by wave-cut basalt benches that are especially

well-developed at Yachats. In Newport, coastal protection is lacking

and, as a result, destructive erosion has taken place. Table 6 sum-

marizes the lengths of terrace deposits as well as the general lithol-

ogy of the section.

TABLE 6. Lithologic summary, Section III. Figures in statute miles.

Total Terrace Protection
Material length cap (stacks, storm bench)

Sedimentary Rock 14. 57 14. 12 4. 5

Igneous Rock 13. 70 12. 55 0. 0

Beach dune sands 16. 42 -- - 1. 90
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Astoria shales, sandstones, and mudstones are overlain by

weak terrace sands from Otter Rock to Yaquina Head and are continu-

ally slumping down 10- to 80-foot cliffs. Vegetation on cliff edges is

disrupted as undercutting of the cliff and terrestrial erosion pro-

gresses. Consolidated rock dips 14 degrees to the southwest through-

out this area. Attitude determinations on the cliff rocks must be

taken with extreme care because of block rotation that has taken

place in cliff-block slump or debris shift. This rotation is especially

prevalent south of Schooner Creek where three distinct benched slides

have occurred in the cliff within one mile of Yaquina Head.

On the north end of the village of Agate Beach, severe cliff

slumps and subsidence have resulted in extensive property damage.

At the northern edge of sec. 30, T. 105., R. 11W. , there is a 1000-

foot long benched debris slump. The bench is well-vegetated;

larger trees than lean shoreward may indicate some shallow creep.

Evidence for continued cutting back of the cliff can be seen on the

crown edge from a trail over the south side of the bench. Partially

coherent blocks of terrace sands are calved off the edge of the slump.

Rocks underlying terrace sands dip to the southwest with an average

inclination of 14 degrees. Just north of Yaquina Head, there is a

clear example of cliff-block slump involving about one acre of land at

the foot of Fossil Street in Agate Beach (N 1/2 sec. 30, T. lOS.

R. 11W. )(Figure 16). A ragged 15-foot-deep crack has opened at the



FIGURE 16. Cliff-block slump 0. Z miles north of Yaquina Head. Movement has been from
the scarp at the left toward the sea.
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crown where it appears that a large block of Astoria rock and terrace

cap has pulled away from the land. This fissure has been widened by

erosion. Seaward, blocks become progressively broken and skewed

from original attitudes and finally accumulate as debris shift on the

beach. Reorientation of the blocks increases seaward as the removal

of cliff debris by waves makes the leading edge of the slide less sta-

ble and hence prone to further downward movement. Rocks in this

landslide are Astoria shales and sandstones, covered by about ten

feet of terrace sand. Mass movement just north of Yaquina Head is

much more severe than erosion in areas of similar lithology and rock

attitude within two miles of the headland. Interpretation of U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart 6056 (25) shows that underwater con-

tours effecting changes in approaching wave front directions would

greatly concentrate wave energy within 0. 2 miles of the headland.

Convergence of wave energy may be an additional erosional factor

near the headland. Basalt rock fall is common to the remainder of

Yaquina Head. Some protection is given the headland by offshore

basalt remnants; such protection is best developed on the south side

of the headland.

From Yaquina Head to Yaquina Bay, wave-cut cliffs rise to

about 80 feet in height with debris slumps, terrace subsidence, and

rock falls dominating mass movement. At Jumpoff Joe, on the north

end of Newport, a number of large terrace subsidences have abruptly
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terminated several roads and have moved houses and associated prop-

erty down and toward the sea (Figure 17). Newport has more than a

half-century history of slumping, according to Allen and Lowry (1).

Specifically, subsidence in the loosely consolidated Pleistocene ter-

race sands has affected an area 1000 feet long and ZOO feet wide on

the north side of Jumpoff Joe point and an equivalent area on the south

side. Sandy shales and argillaceous sandstones of the Astoria forma-

tion and mudstones of the Nye formation underlie terrace deposits and

dip seaward about Zi degrees. Land movement has been attributed

to "ground water lubrication" on the surfaces of the Astoria and Nye

formation rocks (1). Much of the slippage has occurred along bedding

planes of these rocks and there is no doubt that precipitation and

drainage through the sands has not served to stabilize the area. Over

16 acres of property have been involved in the Newport subsidences.

The coast from Yaquina Bay to Alsea Bay has three areas

where lithology distinctly controls the type of erosion taking place.

First, minor dune sand slumps occur in unconsolidated sands for

about two miles south of Newport and four miles north of Alsea Bay.

Relief is low and the slumps do not materially affect houses or other

cultural features. Second, terrace subsidence and debris shift has

occurred on seaward-dipping Nye mudstones south of Henderson

Creek (sec. 30, T. liS., R. 11W. ). Between Henderson and Grant

Creeks, an old subsidence is developed in the terrace and is similar
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FIGURE 17. Subsidence north of Jumpoff Joe, Newport, Oregon. Unconsolidated terrace
sands overlie seaward-dipping Miocene sedimentary rocks.
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in appearance and material to subsidence near Jumpoff Joe in New-

port. The present slump near Grant Creek is 300 yards long, 200

yards wide and has an initial crown scarp varying from 6 to 20 feet

high. Vegetation is thick on the subsided bench, but hummocky to-

pography is visible, as is the disrupted "jackstraw" arrangement of

the trees. There are a few houses directly on the crown but as yet

none have been affected by the movement. From this slide to Seal

Rocks there are continous minor terrace debris shifts over seaward-.

dipping Nye and Yaquina rocks. The rocks dip to the northwest with

an average inclination of 14 degrees. Within a mile north or south

of Seal Rocks, igneous rocks influence cliff erosion and contribute to

the third landslide type: debris slump modified by offshore protec-

tion. Sea stacks form a solid line about 300 feet from the cliff just

north of Seal Rock. The cliff of terrace sand is partially protected

from erosion by this line of basalt stacks. Where the stacks are far-

ther apart, more intense wave activity acts on the coastline. Spaces

in the stacks north of Seal Rock have allowed waves to cut the cliff

back 100 feet farther than on the protected cliff to the south. Inter-

mittent protection continues to Squaw Creek, one mile south of Seal

Rock.

South of Alsea Bay?for 6. 3 miles there is little erosion. The

terrace, is very low, averaging about 20 feet high, and some minor

slumping occurs in unconsolidated sand. Near Vingie and Starr
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Creeks, units of Yaquina sandstone crop out with Toledo mudstone.

In the vicinity of these creeks, the contact between the Yaquina and

Toledo formations is disrupted by the outcrop of a fractured basalt in-

trusive mass. Small amounts of terrace sand overlie the rocks, but

these sands are usually stable.

Four-tenths of a mile north of Agency Creek, Yachats, Ore-

gon, the longest basalt outcrop on the northern Oregon coast begins.

For 9. 8 miles to the south, basalt forms a resistant edge along the

coast. Unconsolidated terrace sands overlying the basalt are pro-

tected from significant marine erosion. The basalt bench receives

full impact of the waves on the leading edge of the igneous outcrop,

thus greatly reducing erosion of the overlying sand. The basalt is

well-fractured (6, p. 20) and has been broken through by marine ero-

sion in some places. Surge channels that develop permit the waves to

erode the base of the sand cliffs, producing local areas of debris

slumping. The basalt strip becomes well-dissected and effectively

stops 0. 4 miles north of Big Creek near Roosevelt Beach. From Big

Creek to Heceta Head, there are low terrace slumps.

Heceta Head, a basalt intrusive mass, has sheer cliffs where

minor soil or debris creep contributes to headland rock falls. On the

southern one-third of the Head, some terrace debris shifts have

moved on the less steep slopes.

In summary, significant features of Section III are the large
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terrace subsidences near Newport and the protection given by basalt

outcrops in the southern part of the section. The most severe land-

slides are on the north side of Yaquina Head and in the vicinity of

Jumpoff Joe in Newport.

Landslide Types and Frequency

Landslides on the Oregon coast occur as three basic types:

glide, slump, and fall. Each basic type is usually associated with a

definite coastal lithology, or a combination of lithologies. For exam-

pie, it is seen that fall movement is mainly confined to igneous head-

lands or material overlying the headlands. The resistant igneous

rock is massive, providing no bedding slip planes upon which slopes

can develop. Undercutting is slow and when rocks do break off, they

fail in tabular masses, leaving a vertical cliff. Joints and faults con-

trol the erosion of the igneous headlands. These fractures are zones

of weakness that are eroded by the pounding wave action. Evidence

for weakening by joints is seen in each headland but is most promi-

nent on the western side of Tillamook Head, the south side of Cape

Lookout, and along Cape Perpetua.

Sedimentary rocks are involved in each type of landslide.

Deep weathering of the sediments weakens the rock and makes the

cliffs susceptible to extensive undercutting by waves. Unloading of

the cliff base disrupts equilibrium of the rock mass and slumping



occurs. Block glides are unusual in the sedimentary sequence be-

cause the rock bedding is usually too thin for a separate block to de-

tach and slide. Where sandstone has resisted deep weathering, some

glides of tabular bodies on bedding planes have occurred, as on Cape

Falcon. Although no detailed patterns have been mapped, small frac-

tures in sediments contorted by intrusive igneous bodies have contri-

buted to local weakening of the rocks and have made them susceptible

to wave erosion.

Unconsolidated sands, silts and gravels of marine terrace and

dune deposits usually have no specific movement plane and move as

debris shifts. Mineral and rock grains, acting as individual parti-

des, provide no firm plane for movement of one mass over another.

Slip-face sand movement, resulting in a cone or small fan at the hill

bottom, is common on dune and terrace faces. More often, however,

the over-steepened terrace cliffs move as debris shifts, with no evi-

dence of rotation because the rapid erosion of the moved material and

the unconsolidated nature of the sand preclude slip-plane development.

Frequency of landsliding on the coast appears to be correlated

with high winter waves and increased precipitation. Byrne (6, p. Z6)

graphed the occurrence of major landslides by months of the year as

reported in two coastal newspapers for a period greater than 20 years.

All reported landslides took place between October and April, with

January having twice as many reports as October or November.
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Landslide frequency data, monthly precipitation averages at Newport,

and monthly percentage of waves having significant heights greater

than 15 feet off Newport are plotted in Figure 18. The high precipita-

tion, significant waves heights, and occurrence of landsliding during

winter, indicate the correlation of violent coastal storms with land-

sliding.

Oceanographic Considerations

Wind-driven waves beat against the Oregon coastline through-

out the year with seasonal variations in intensity and direction. There

are, however, modifications of the coastline and offshore topography

that alter the effect of moving water on the shoreline. These modifi-

cations basically affect the strength or intensity of incoming waves

and are here discussed in terms of shoreline protection and refractive

influences.

Protection of the coastline is present when some type of bar-

rier prevents the full impact of ocean waves from striking more eas-

ily eroded coastal material. On the Oregon coast, the protection is

afforded by sea stacks and wave-cut benches or terraces of resistant

rock. A stack is an erosional remnant of a previous extension of the

coast that has been cut off, leaving a portion of the promentory above

water and entirely removed from the shore. These stacks act as

physical barriers and absorb or reduce the force of breaking waves.
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Influence of this protection is seen at Seal Rocks in Section III and at

some locations in Ecola Park and at Maxwell Point.

Rock terraces or erosion platforms on the Oregon coast occur

mostly in basalt and presumably are the result of wave erosion during

storms. The benches are nearly level and are slightly above or even

with mean tide height. These resistant terraces form the leading

edge of the coast in some localities and serve to absorb heaviest wave

forces. Local jointing modifies platform effectiveness, however,

Where surge channels have been developed by waves eroding deeply

along fractures in basalt, portions of the wave barrier are breached

and waves have access to softer material which overlies the basalt

in the beach cliffs.

Refraction of waves close to shore takes place when bottom

topography begins to influence the direction of approaching waves.

Modification of the wave path can have a profound influence on the

erosion of a coastline through the convergence or divergence of wave

energy. Where water is shallower than one-half the length of a wave,

the approaching wave utouchesu bottom and is slowed by frictional

drag on the bottom. Thus, when a given wave approaches the shore

at an angle, the part of the wave in shallower water will be slowed

while the part in deeper water will not be so retarded. Response Of

the wave to shoaling water causes bending of the wave front to approx-

imate the shape of underwater bottom contours. Alteration of wave
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path implies that energy along a given increment of wave front is dis-

tributed according to narrowing or spreading of the wave fronts in

response to bottom topography. As illustrated by Munk (15, P. 6) and

Bascom (4, p. 82), waves tend to converge on headlands and diverge

in coves and embayments.

Crescent beaches and coves on the Oregon coast ilhstrate

various effects of wave refraction and beach orientation. A perpen-

dicular line erected from the mid-point of a chord connecting ends of

a beach can serve as a basis for describing the beach orientation with

respect to the sea. This procedure is modified from Dicken (8, p.

25). Four cove beaches are illustrated in this manner in Figure 19.

On each cove beach illustrated, more intense erosion is taking

place within a relatively short distance of the points of the beach, la-

beled A and B on the diagrams. Although the points receive the con-

centrated energy, the center of each beach is farthest removed from

the chord because of the lithology of the cove. Each crescent cove

has resistant rock on the tips and softer sedimentary rock in the rear

of the embayment. These sediments receive less wave energy but due

to ease of erosion, they are still cut back farther than the cove points.

Waves diverge as they enter the coves, but energy is more concen-

trated at the points than on the rest of the cove and beach. On Ecola

Park Crescent Beach, energy concentration is evidenced by deeply-

cutting active landslides near the north and south points. On Short
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Sand Beach, there is also heavy landsliding on the points. A low cob-

ble berm that exists on the middle part of the beach is missing near

the points of the beach. It appears that waves either quickly break

up the cobbles in point areas or have washed the cobbles elsewhere in

the cove, leaving the mid-beach berm unremoved.

"Crescent Beach" cove is an asymmetrical embayment where

the narrow entrance affects the wave refraction pattern and the distri-

bution of beach material. From Figure 19, it would appear likely that

the waves would always be more intense on the northern half of the

cove. The waves must travel farther, thereby dissipating energy, to

reach the south side of the beach which is cut off from direct waves

by the basalt barrier, labeled C. Relative intensity of waves on dif-

ferent portions of the beach is expressed by the location of different

types of beach material. In area D, on the south end, there is drift-

wood and sand, each of these decreasing in amount around the beach

to area E, where large boulders and cobbles, with no sand, comprise

the beach deposits. It appears that waves entering the cove are nat-

urally strongest on the north beach and no sand or driftwood is de-

posited. As the wave is refracted around the cove, loss of compe-

tency is seen by the decrease in abundance of coarse material and

the consequent increase of finer material and wood to the south.

Waves normally cannot remove sand here, as they do in the northern

part.
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Distribution of beach material on "West Beach! shows the uni-

form refraction of waves in a small cove. As seen on the diagram,

uWest Beach" is symmetrical in shape and faces almost directly west.

At points A and B there are boulders and cobbles which are expected

as this is the area of highest energy in the cove; finer material is im-

mediately washed away from the cliff base or is continually held in

suspension. At points C and D cobbles and some pebbles, plus some

driftwood, accumulate. In this cove, refraction is more uniform due

to the symmetrical shape and central entrance.

In order to determine the effect of wave refraction on an ex-

posed coastline, three wave refraction diagrams representing differ-

ent wave conditions were drawn for an area between Cape Meares and

Maxwell Point, Tillamook County, Oregon. This part of the coast

was chosen for refraction study because it contains both sedimentary

and igneous rocks, and more than one type of landslide. U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey Chart 6112 (26) was contoured to a distance of

one mile offshore and refraction diagrams were drawn. Figures 20,

21, and 22 are the diagrams for southwest, west, and northwest ap-

proaching waves. Seven-second periods were used on the first two

diagrams to simulate short-period winter waves and directions, and

a six-second period was used in Figure 22 to approximate summer

conditions. Orthogonals, or perpendiculars to approaching wave

fronts, were drawn from each selected direction at a spacing of
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Figure 20. Refraction diagram; waves from southwest.
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450 meters. The equally-spaced orthogonals divide wave energy into

equal units on the wave front (4, p. 81). Paths taken by the orthogo-

nals were then computed and drawn on the chart, using an application

of Snelits Law, according to a method described by the Beach Erosion

Board (27, p. 19-22).

Concentration of orthogonals occurs at the headlands of Cape

Meares and Maxwell Point for all three directions of approaching

waves. Beaches that exist at these places are free of landslide or

rockfall debris, and cliffs are almost vertical. Concentrated wave

energy has cut a 25-foot wide platform at the base of the cliff on Cape

Me ares.

Each of the diagrams indicates a divergence of energy along

Short Beach; a seaward extension of the coastline might be expected

due to less concentration of energy, but this is not the case. Sedi-

mentary rocks outcrop in the cliff and are interrupted by dikes and

small fractures. Erosion is apparently easily accomplished in the

sediments, even with decreased wave concentration.

Underwater contours seaward from Maxwell Point suggest a

previous extension of the coastline of about 1550 meters to the end of

a projecting finger. Refraction has bent wave fronts to concentrate

energy and dissect the former peninsula, producing isolated shoals

and stacks.

Refraction patterns indicate a slight concentration of energy
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on the north end of Cape Meares. This concentration may be an addi-

tional factor in the intensive erosion experienced by the village of

Cape Meares as discussed previously for Section I.

A 300-foot wide benched debris slump has occurred on the

north end of Short Beach. Finer material has been removed from the

toe of the slide, leaving large boulders on the beach. Refraction dia-

grams show low wave-energy conditions in this area as well as along

the rest of Short Beach. Low energy conditions account for the non-

removal of the rest of the landslide debris.

In two of the coves (Figure 19), orientation is such that

stronger winter waves from the southwest have greater unrestricted

access to the coves. Orientation favorable to entry of strong waves

has probably helped produce heavy erosion on the north portions of

these beaches.

To summarize, erosion of the Oregon coast by the Pacific

Ocean takes place as wind-driven waves attack coastal rocks. The

total effect of the waves is modified locally by refraction of wave

fronts to either concentrate or dissipate the energy of approaching

seas. Concentration of energy is best illustrated near headlands

where the largest landslides have taken place. Due to the resistant

nature of the rocks constituting the headlands, the maximum effect

of the wave refraction and the subsequent landsliding is best noted

at the junction of projecting headlands and the adjacent coastline.
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In these places, the sedimentary rock which is exposed is more easily

undercut and subjected to landsliding. In cove beaches, refraction is

expressed as a divergence of wave energy around the beach perimeter.

The depositional pattern of beach material in coves is a result of

refractive processes as well as a product of supply.
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ECONOMICS OF LANDSLIDES

Areas and Rates of Erosion

Property losses have been extensive in sparsely populated re-

gions of the northern coast. Ecola Park and Cascade Head have Un-

dergone considerable alteration as landsliding has destroyed or dis-

rupted 175 acres of land in four separate slides. Ecola Park's most

recent slide (1961) moved about 125 acres of recreation land over a

two-week period. The slide just north of Salmon River on Cascade

Head occurred in July 1934, and carried 20 acres of pasture down-

ward to the sea; the noise of the rock movement was heard at that

time by a nearby resident. Two other landslides on Cascade Head

have each destroyed over 14 acres of grazing land.

About 16 acres of land have been removed from behind the

basalt dike in "Crescent Beach" cove and about 14 acres in "West

Beach" cove. Dates for the landslides backing "Crescent" and "West"

beaches have not been determined; however, repeated investigations

have enabled some data to be gathered on the history of cove erosion.

It appears that originally this part of the coast was intruded by basalt

with structural control, possibly by a previous fault zone or more

likely a north-south fracture pattern in the sedimentary rocks, facili-

tating entry and boundary of the dike intrusion. Igneous activity south

of Salmon River thus created a headland with a resistant basalt front
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facing the sea. Wave erosion in areas of weakness where fractures

were present breached portions of the basalt front. These openings

allowed waves to erode the sedimentary rock behind the basalt. With

wave action continually breaking up fallen sedimentary rock and car-

rying it out to sea, the opening remained clear and a platform was cut

into basalt and sedimentary rocks. Diffraction of waves inside the

widened opening enlarged the inner portion of the bay. Marine and

terrestrial erosion gradually cut into the cliff, depositing cliff ma-

terial upon the beach platform. Landsliding was the eventual result

of continued cliff undercutting. At "West Beach" the lack of extensive

vegetation or old trees on the landslide bench suggests that debris

slump possibly occurred during the past 30 years. Presently, talus

continues to accumulate from sedimentary cliffs of both "Crescent

Beach" and "West Beach".

Severe damage to buildings, roads, and utilities has occurred

in the village of Cape Meares and the city of Newport. Reliable maps

showing sea-cliff recession have been obtained from Township deed

plats in Tillamook and Lincoln Counties.

Coastline erosion in the vicinity of Cape Meares has been af-

fected by jetty construction on the north side of the entrance to Til-

lamook Bay. As previously discussed, this jetty has upset equilib-

rium in sand transport by depriving Bayocean Beach of sand. The

result of this starvation has been a deep cut-back of the entire sand
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and gravel spit including the Cape Meares village area. Dicken (8,,

p. 61) estimated erosion of the southern portion of Bayocean Beach to

be about 500 feet from 1939 to 1961. Closer to Cape Meares head-

land, the coastline is composed of more resistant marine clays and

sandstone, overlain by terrace sands and angular landslide debris.

Here, the coastline was cut back 320 feet from 1939 to 1961 (8, p. 61).

During the winter of 1960-1961, a street perpendicular to the coast-

line in Cape Meares retreated 75 feet, with most of the loss occurring

from September to April (8, p. 61). Figure 23 shows the retreat of

the bluff line from 1953 to 1964 as determined from aerial photo-

graphs and field inspection. Since 1953, Cape Meares has lost ap-

proximately 4100 feet of roadway. Minimum erosion in the village

has been 300 feet since 1953.

I

The average rate of coastline erosion in the vicinity of Cape

Meares village has varied with the lithology exposed to the sea. For

unconsolidated beach and dune sands, the rate is about 22 feet per

year. In the firmer marine clays covered by landslide debris and

terrace sands, the rate has increased from 14. 5 feet per year to a

present rate of 27 feet per year.

In Newport, coast retreat has been equally serious (Figure

24). Using historical plat survey maps, former positions of the sea

cliff were obtained for the north half of the city (1902) and for the

south half (1912). Retreat of the coastline within the north half of
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the city ranges from 35 to 490 feet. The range is less on the south-

em part, 40 to 220 feet. Differences in degree of erosion may be

due, in part, to the progradation of the shoreline north of the jetty at

the entrance to Yaquina Bay. Waves are dissipated over a wide zone

and full power is infrequently developed against the sea-cliff. Cut-

back of the cliff is mainly accomplished by subaerial processes. The

maximum retreat figure, 490 feet in the northern half of the city, is

near Jumpoff Joe and accounts for loss of a narrow sedimentary

headland indicated by letter A on the map (Figure 24). Retreat has

been about eight feet per year. Based on the minimum figure, total

coastline loss in the northern part of Newport has been no less than

half a foot per year since 1902. In the southern half, the maximum

rate is considerably less than in the northern part, being only four

and one-half feet per year since 1912. The minimum rate is about

two-thirds of a foot per year.

Subsidence of the unconsolidated terrace sands and gravels

has rendered valueless about 16. 5 acres of coastal property in New-

port. These were noted in more detail in the section describing

Section III.

Landslide Prevention

In Oceanlake and Newport, oversteepening and slumping of

sea-cliffs has affected dwellings and adjacent property. Where



collapse and loss of buildings have been most serious, the terrain

consists of unconsolidated sand and gravel, overlying seaward-dip-

ping sedimentary rocks. There is a need for control of erosion to

reduce further property damage in inhabited areas. Total prevention

of coastal landslides and erosion would be an extensive and costly

undertaking, but where limited steps have already been taken to re-

tard small but economically damaging landslides, the results appear

to be worth the effort.

Attempts are now being made to control the undercutting of

the terrace material in Oceanlake (Figure Z5). Piling basalt boulders

at the base of the cliff serves to weight the cliff base and prevent out-

ward movement. This "rip-rap" technique also lessens the wave

impact on the cliff base by providing a leading edge of resistant ma-

terial to absorb much wave energy. Planting grass and low brush on

slopes holds sand in place and helps to prevent rain from washing

away property. Other preventative measures including terracing and

planting on hillsides, wooden rain covers on cliff edges, and reduc-

tion of cliff angle by lowering and leveling the cliff top and dumping

extra material in front of the cliff. Beachcombers add to the erosion

by climbing on the hills and thereby weakening the cliff face. Warn-

ing signs and fences have partially succeeded in stopping this ero-

sional agent. Beach stairways and cottage yards continue to tumble

over cliffs where property owners have remained indifferent to
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FIGURE 25. Cliff-base protection in Oceanlake,
Oregon. Igneous boulders have been piled at the
base of the slope to weight the base and reduce
wave impact on unconsolidated sands. Warning
signs have been posted to keep people off the slopes.



implementation of nominal preventative measures. The htrip_rapTl

technique of stabilization appears to have been successful in prolong

ing the life of weak sand cliffs.

On U. S. Highway 101 at Boiler Bay, nort.h of Depoe Bay, a

successful attempt has been made to prevent wave rush from under-

cutting the highway on the east edge of the bay. The entire exposure

of Astoria formation and overlying terrace sand has been covered by

riprap1'. This cheap preventative measure has retarded cliff re-

cession and probably has saved a section of the main highway.

Vegetation appears to be an effective agent in prevention and

control of hillside erosion. On the inhabited slopes of Tillamook

Head, property owners who allow brush and grass to flourish have

had little trouble with slippage or destruction of stairs or structures

on the hillside. Even in very soft terrace sands of Oceanlake, the

few attempts at planting to stabilize slopes have helped local erosion

problems.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Landsliding is a significant contribLtor to continuous ero-

sion of the northern Oregon coast. Direct loss of land to the sea by

landslides occurs along 47 percent of the coast. The remaining 53

percent has minor shifting of sand along depositional areas such as

spits and dunes. These minor movements alter coastal topography

but do not erode material directly into the sea.

2. Landslides on headlands and adjacent coastlines disrupt

the most extensive land area. Wave refraction directly influences

this relationship by focusing wave energy on promentories and the

coastline within one mile of the headlands.

3. The type of landsliding is principally controlled by the

lithology of the coastline. Landslides are classified on the basis of

coastal lithology and the type of movement as expressed by the over-

all shape of the slide. Block glide occurs in resistant sandstone.

Block slump and rubble slump take place in deeply weathered sedi-

mentary rocks exposed to undercutting by waves. Rock and debris

fall are mainly confined to headlands. Debris shift occurs in thick

terrace and dune sand deposits. Debris slump takes place in terrace

sands overlying seaward-dipping sedimentary rocks.

4. Average rates of retreat, where determined, vary ac-

cording to the lithology of the coastline. Rates of retreat for three
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combinations of material have been noted:

a. unconsolidated sand and gravel: 3 feet per year.

(Bayocean Beach)

b. marine terrace sands overlying sandstone and

clay: ZO feet per year. (Cape Meares)

c. marine terrace sands overlying mudstone and

sandy shales: 6. 5 feet per year. (Newport)

7. Damaging cliff erosion in weak terrace sands can be re-

duced. Knowledge of the processes of marine erosion applied to cliff

protection measures can assist in increasing the effectiveness of ero-

sion control attempts.
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